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THE BIG BANG THEORY—A SCIENTIFIC CRITIQUE [PART I]
Bert Thompson, Ph.D., Brad Harrub, Ph.D., and Branyon May

[EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first in a three-
part series of articles examining the concept
of the origin of the Universe known as the Big
Bang Theory. With the assistance of a number
of credentialed physicists and astronomers, we
have been working behind the scenes on this
subject for the past several months. We deem
it to be of such critical importance that we are
devoting three entire issues of Reason & Reve-
lation to it. In addition, as our regular readers
no doubt already have noticed, this is a special
double issue of 16 pages(not counting the us-
ual 4-page Resources section). The June issue al-
so will be a double issue like this one.

On a separate but related note, regular readers
of Reason & Revelationalso will notice the ad-
dition of a new name—Branyon May—as one
of the authors of this series of articles. Bran-
yon, who is one of our extremely talented in-
terns, is a physics major at Angelo State Uni-
versity in San Angelo, Texas. As a result of his
background in physics, we gave him the assign-
ment of researching and beginning the initial
writing phases of this scientific critique of the
Big Bang. He did a masterful job, and even af-
ter returning to school, continued his work
with us to produce a series that we believe will
be of immense value in helping people (espe-
cially high school and college-age students) un-
derstand what the Big Bang Theory advocates,
the unbelievably tenuous assumptions upon
which it is based, and how and why it is scien-
tifically flawed. Branyon has prepared a “Galac-
tic Glossary” to go with this issue, in order to
assist readers with terminology with which they
might not be familiar. I hope you enjoy, and
profit from, this important series.]

Whereareyourightnow?Areyou
sittingdownwith a cupofhot
tea, ready to enjoy the fewbrief

moments you can devote just to yourself ?
Where are you?Are you somewhere other
than in your armchair at home? Or are you

even at home? And if you are, in what city?
In what state? In what country? And on
what continent?

Astronomically speaking, you are on
the third planet from the Sun, in a solar
system of nine other planets, only one of
which—theonewhereyoureside—sustains
life. How? Why? These are intriguing ques-
tions worth pondering. And, most likely,
this is not the first time you have consid-
ered them.

Throughout the whole of human his-
tory, people have contemplated not only
their origin, but also their physical place
in the Universe. The question of our ulti-
mate origin weighs heavily on the human
psyche. Science, to be sure, has brought its
theories to bear on the subject. It is some
of those theories that we would like to ex-
amine here. We invite you to join us, be-
cause suchan investigationmakes fora fas-
cinatingstudy.

Cosmology is the studyof theCosmos
in all its aspects. The Cosmos, in simplest
terms, is the space/mass/timeUniverseand
all its arrays of complex systems. The cos-
mologist, whether under this title or not,
hasbeenaroundconceptually forcenturies.
Specifically, in the realm of science—as long
as this termhasbeendefined—wereadabout
those of long ago such as Epicurus, Aris-
totle, and Copernicus, who sought answers
to what they saw in the heavens. More re-
cently in scientific history,wehavepeople
like Isaac Newton (1642-1727), Johannes
Kepler (1571-1630), Willem de Sitter (1872-
1934), Albert Einstein (1879-1955), Edwin
Hubble (1889-1953),Georges Lemaître (1894-
1966), Aleksandr Friedman (1889-1925), and
George Gamow (1904-1968), each of whom
mademajorcontributions tounderstand-
ingvarioustheoriesandphysical laws.

Nowadays, the scientific community
includes numerous contributors of vary-
ing degrees. Many viewpoints , however,
by no means implies correct beliefs. So,
let us travel together down this road of cos-
mological descent—from the long-defunct
CartesianHypothesis tomodernversions
of the Big Bang—and examine several of
these theories in lightof the scientificknowl-
edgenowavailable tous.Asweproceed, let
us heed the warning of the late, eminent
cosmologist, SirFredHoyle (1915-2001), and
his colleague, Chandra Wickramasinghe,
in their bookEvolution fromSpace: “Besus-
piciousofa theory ifmoreandmorehy-
potheses areneeded to support it asnew
facts become available, or as new con-
siderations are brought to bear” (1981, p.
135, emp. added).
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One of the most recognizable nebulae in the
sky, the Eagle Nebula from the constellation
Serpens. Photograph courtesy of NASA.
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EVOLUTION OF A THEORY

The scienceof cosmology, asweknow
it today, began, not surprisingly, with

a look into the nearest and most readily ob-
servable astronomical environment—our
solar system. Due to the sizable number of
theories regarding the origin of our solar
system, we will review only those that were
of primary importance in the grand his-
torical panorama.

The Cartesian Hypothesis, set down by
the seventeenth-century French physician,
mathematician,andphilosopherRenéDes-
cartes (1596-1650) in his Principles of Philos-
ophy,postulated that our solar system had
formed fromavast systemofvortices run-
ning spontaneously. Out of these vortices
emerged stars, comets, and planets, each
decaying into the next subsequent forma-
tion of matter, respectively. This particu-
lar conjecture did not sit well with some
ofDescartes’ contemporaries, including
Sir Isaac Newton, who made his disdain
for Descartes’ theory poignantly clear in
a letter (penned on December 10, 1692) to
evangelist Richard Bentley when he wrote:
“The Cartesian hypothesis…can have no
place in my system, and is plainly errone-
ous” (asquoted inMunitz, 1957,p. 212).

The next few hypotheses that flickered
in history evolved their conceptual results
froman initial rotating cloudofgas and/
or dust known as a nebula. [Originally, the
term “nebula” was applied to any distant
object that appeared “fuzzy and extended”
when viewed through a telescope; eventu-
ally, nebulaewere identified as galaxies and
star clusters.] Pierre S. Laplace (1749-1827),
thedistinguishedFrenchmathematician,
presented his Nebular Hypothesis—a vari-
ation on the previously held hypotheses
by Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772) and
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804)—to the world
in1796.Laplacebelievedthat, as thenebula
rotated, it cooled and contracted, causing
adiscernible increase inrotationalvelocity,
which eventually forced thematter thatwas
locatedonthe rimof thedisc toovercome
the gravitational attraction and be ejected
fromthecloud.Theejectedmatter thenco-
alesced, formingaplanetoutsideofthecon-
tractingnebula.This specific sequenceof
events continueduntil it formed a central
portionofdense, rotatinggases—whatwe
know today as our Sun—and the outlying,
orbiting planets (see Mulfinger, 1967, 4[2]:
58).However,afterfailingabatteryofmath-
ematical and physical tests, these fanciful
views ultimately were abandoned for the
PlanetesimalHypothesis.

Heralded by T.C. Chamberlain (1843-
1928)andF.R.Moulton(1872-1952), thePlan-
etesimalHypothesis startedoutwith two
initial stars, oneofwhichwasourSun.The
secondary star swept anear-collisionpath
by the Sun, close enough to tear off two
“arms” of matter on opposite sides. Over
time, these arms coalesced to formplane-
tesimals—tinyplanets. Thishypothesis fol-
lowed in the footstepsof those thathadpre-
ceded it (aswell as anumberof those yet to
come) by failing to be scientifically accu-
rate.LymanSpitzerofYaleUniversitydem-
onstrated these failings: (1) thehotmatter
ripped from the Sun would not coalesce,
but instead would continue to expand; and
(2)onecouldnotreconcile theangularmo-
mentum distribution of the solar system
resulting from the interaction of the two
passing stars (seeMulfinger, 4[2]:59-60).

Thestoryofmoderncosmologybegins
in the early parts of the twentieth century
—atimewhenastronomersviewedtheUni-
verseas static, eternal, andlimited inspace
toourownMilkyWayGalaxy.Thoseviews
began to change in the early 1900s with the
work of two American astronomers—Ed-
winHubbleandVestoM.Slipher(1875-1969).
Usingoneof the largestandmostpowerful
telescopesavailableat the time,Hubblecon-
cluded that the Universe actually was much
larger than justourgalaxy.Hedetermined
that what were then known as “spiral neb-
ulae,” occurring millions of light-years away,
were not part of the Milky Way at all, but
ratherwere galaxies in their ownright. [A
light-year is the distance that light travels
in a vacuum in one year—approximately
5.88 trillion miles. Distances expressed in
light-yearsrepresentthetimethatlightwould
take to cross that distance. For example, if
anobjectwere twomillion light-years away,
itwould require twomillionyears, travel-
ingat the speedof light, to traverse thatdis-
tance.] Then, in 1929, Hubble reported a
relationship between his distance informa-
tionand some special analysesof light that
hadbeencarriedoutbySlipher (seeHub-
ble, 1929).

Redshifts, Blueshifts,
and Doppler Effects

In the decade spanning 1910-1920, Sli-
pher (using a 24-inch, long-focus refractor
telescope) had discovered the characteristic
signature of atomic spectra in various far-
flunggalaxies. Thatdiscovery then led to
another somewhat “unusual” finding. Ex-
amininga small sampleof galaxies (which,
at the time,were referred toasnebulae), he
observed that the light frequencies those
galaxies emittedwere“shifted” toward the
red portion of the spectrum (the concept
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[NOTE: Words and phrases in bold type within these definitions also ap-
pear in theglossary.]

Absolute Zero—The theoretical temperature at which substances possess
no thermal energy and all molecular motion ceases. Equal to 0 Kelvin,
-273.15°Celsius, or -459.67°Fahrenheit.

Anisotropy—From Greek anisos, meaning “unequal”; having properties
that vary according to the direction of measurement; opposite of iso-
tropy.

Axions—Theoretical particles that have no charge or spin, and an extremely
small mass. They have been proposed to explain unknown character-
istics of the strongnuclear force.

Baryonic Matter—All conventional (“normal”) matter comprised of pro-
tonsand neutrons.

“Big Chill”—Cosmological theory which suggests that the Universe will
accelerate its expansion, growing increasingly cold with its infinite ad-
vance.

“Big Crunch”—Cosmological theory which suggests that the Universe ex-
panded originally from a singularity, eventually will collapse back again,
andwill repeat such a cycle indefinitely.

Black Hole—A theoretical object whose mass is at such an intense density
that the escape velocity exceeds the speed of light, thus preventing even
light fromexiting.

Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMB)—An observed cos-
mic radiation on the order of microwaves [waves that have the shortest
wavelength in the radio wave spectrum] emanating from space, inde-
pendent of directionalmeasurements.

Cosmological Redshift—The “apparent movement” of matter in space,
caused by the movement of space itself rather than the motion of mat-
ter itself; also knownas Hubble flowor expansion redshift.

Cosmology—From Greek kosmos, meaning “order”; the study of the Cos-
mos (i.e., the orderedUniverse) in all its aspects.

Dark Energy—Theoretical “missing energy” that has been suggested to ac-
count for adeficiency in theBigBangTheory and its variants; hypothe-
sized, but not yet documented to exist.

Dark Matter—Theoretical particles that emit little or no detectable radi-
ation of their own, and that are postulated to exist because of the ef-
fects of gravitational forces on other astronomical objects; hypothe-
sized, butnot yet documented to exist.

Doppler Effect—The change in theobserved frequencyof an electromag-
neticwavedue to the relativemotionof source and/or observer.

Entropy—Measure of the disorder or randomness in a system; the portion
ofheat (energy) content unavailable toperformwork.

Expansion—The concept in astronomy which suggests that the distance
between galaxies in the Universe is continually increasing in size (which
means that galaxies outside our ownare receding fromus).

Expansion Redshift—The“apparentmovement”ofmatter inspacecaused
by the movement of space itself rather than the motion of matter; al-
so knownasHubble flowor cosmological redshift.

First Law of Thermodynamics—The scientific law which states that nei-
thermatternor energy canbe createdordestroyed in a closed system,but
canonly be conserved.

Galaxy—Large-scale collectionof stars, gas, anddebris.TheMilkyWayGal-
axy,whereEarth resides, is classified as a spiral galaxy.

Globular Cluster—A group of many thousands of stars, which are travel-
ing through space together and that are much closer to each other than
the stars around the group.

Gravitational Redshift—The movement of matter in space caused, not
by the expansion of space around the matter, but by gravitational forces
that actually cause the matter itself to move (cf. Hubble flow/cosmo-
logical redshift/expansion redshift).

Homogeneity—The concept which suggests that matter is distributed uni-
formly throughout theUniverse.

Hubble Constant—The scientific constant of proportion between rela-
tive velocity and distance that is used to calculate the expansion rate of
theUniverse.

Hubble Flow—The “apparent movement” of matter in space, caused by
the movement of space itself rather than the motion of matter itself;
also knownas cosmological redshift or expansion redshift.

Inflation—Rapid expansion of the Universe, required for the Inflationary
BigBangHypothesis.

Inflaton—Theoretical particle whose sole purpose is to provide the vac-
uumof spacewith the required energy toproduce inflation.

Irtrons—Theoretical points that spontaneously produce hydrogen from
nothing and spew it into the Universe; hypothesized in an attempt to
maintain a steady-state type ofUniverse.

Isotropy—From Greek isosmeaning “equal”; having identical properties
in all directions.

Light-years—A unit of measurement of astronomical distance; the distance
that light travels in a vacuum in one year (approximately 5.88 trillion
miles). [Distances expressed in light-years represent the time that light
would take to cross thatdistance.]

Nebula—A diffuse mass of interstellar dust or gas or both, visible as lu-
minouspatches.

Nucleosynthesis—Thecreationof the elements vianuclear reactions; the-
oretically, the process by which heavier chemical elements are manu-
factured fromhydrogennuclei.

Quasars—Quasi-Stellar Astronomical Objects. Originally, these objects
were called “quasi-stellar radio sources” (“quasars” for short). Quasars
are compact, extragalactic objects that look like points of light, but
which emit more energy (mostly as infrared radiation) than a hundred
supergiant galaxies. Considered to be the most distant and youngest
objects in theUniverse.

Redshift—An increase in the wavelength of radiation emitted by a celes-
tialbody;oftenconsidered tobe theconsequenceof theDoppler effect.

Second Law of Thermodynamics—Alsoknownas the“Lawof Increasing
Entropy”; basically, the Second Law says three things: (a) systems will
tend toward the most probable state; (b) systems will tend toward the
most random state, and (c) systems will increase in entropy, where en-
tropy is ameasure of theunavailability of energy todousefulwork.

Steady State Theory—Cosmological theory which proposed the sponta-
neous generation of hydrogen from nothing at hypothetical points
known as “irtrons,” thereby causing the Universe to expand forever and
thus remain in a “steady state.”

Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect—Thethermaleffect arising fromthe frequency
shift when cosmic microwave background radiation is scattered by the
hot electrons in interstellar gas.

Superclusters—A large groupofneighboring clusters of galaxies.
Universe—All matter and energy, including the Earth, the galaxies, and

the contents of intergalactic space, regarded as awhole.
Vortices—The swirling or circular motion, tending to form a cavity or vac-

uumat its center.
Ylem—The hypothetical primordial matter, which according to the Big

Bang, existed prior to the formation of the elements. Sometimes refer-
red to as the “cosmic egg,” it is the alleged seed that contained all the
matter in the knownUniverse.

“Let us examine for a moment the current all-encompassing science of cosmology.... The big bang
theory proclaims that the whole universe created itself instantly out of nothing. I believe there are
manyobservations bynow that disprove this...” (astrophysicistHaltonArp, 2000, 14[3]:448).
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of redshift is explained in detail below),
which meant that they were receding from
Earth. In1913, Slipher reported the radial
(or “lineof sight”) velocityof theAndrom-
eda galaxy, and discovered that it was mov-
ing toward the Sunat a rate of 300kilome-
tersper second(seeSlipher,1913).Thiswas
taken as evidence in favorof thehypothe-
sis thatAndromedawasoutside theMilky
Way. [TheAndromedaGalaxy isnowcon-
sidered a part of the “Local Group,” which
is an assortment of around thirty nearby
galaxies (including the Milky Way) that is
bound together gravitationally.] In 1914,
Slipher reported radial velocities of 13gal-
axies,andallbuttwowerevisualizedasred-
shifts. By 1925, Slipher had compiled a list
of 41 galaxies, and other astronomers had
added four additional ones. Of the total
of 45, 43 showed a redshift, which meant
thatonlytwoweremovingtowardtheEarth
(see Gribbin, 1998, p. 76), while all the
othersweremovingaway fromus.

These were, by all accounts, extra-
ordinaryobservations.Usingafarmore
sophisticated instrument (specifically,
a larger, short-focus telescope that was
better suited for this type of work),
EdwinHubblemade the same typesof
discoveries in the late 1920s after Sli-
pherhad turnedhis attention toother
projects.This“galactic redshift,”Hub-
blebelieved,wasanexceptionallystun-
ning cosmic clue—a shard of evidence
fromfar awayand longago.Why,Hub-
blewondered, should galactic light be
shifted to the red, rather than theblue,
portionof thespectrum?Why, infact,
should itbe shiftedat all?

From the very beginning, many as-
tronomers have attributed these shifts
towhat isknownastheDopplereffect.
Named after Austrian physicist Chris-
tian JohannDoppler (1803-1853)who
discovered thephenomenonin1842,
the Doppler effect refers to a specific
change in the observed frequency of any
wave that occurs when the source and the
observer are inmotionrelative toeachoth-
er; the frequency increaseswhen the source
and observer approach each other, and
decreases when they move apart. By way
of summary, the Doppler effect says sim-
ply that wavelengths grow longer (redshift)
as an object recedes from the viewer; wave-
lengths grow shorter (blueshift) as an ob-
ject approaches the viewer (see Figure 1).
[Coloractuallyis immaterial intheseterms,
since the terms themselvesapply toanyelec-
tromagnetic radiation, whether visible or
not. “Blue” light simplyhasa shorterwave-
length than “red” light, so the use of the
color-terms isdeemedconvenient.]

The light thatweobservecoming from
stars is subject to theDoppler effect aswell,
whichmeans that aswemove towarda star,
or as it moves toward us, the star’s light
will be shifted toward shorter (blue) wave-
lengths (viz., light that is emitted at a par-
ticular frequency is receivedbyusatahigh-
er frequency).Aswemoveawayfromastar,
or as itmoves away fromus, its lightwill be
shifted toward longer (red)wavelengths (viz.,
light that is emitted at one frequency is re-
ceived by us at a lower frequency). In the-
ory then,a star’sDopplermotion isacom-
binationofbothourmotionthroughspace
(as theobserver), and the star’smotion (as
we observe it). As it turns out, “the light
frommostgalaxiesexhibitsa redshift rough-
ly proportional to the galaxies’ distance
fromus.Most cosmologists consider this
pattern of redshifts to be evidence of cos-
micexpansion” (Repp,2003,39:270).

Awordof caution is inorderhere.The
Doppler effect, combined with the con-
ceptsofblueshiftandredshift,canbesome-
what confusing. Itwouldbe easy toassume
that the expansion of the Universe is due
solely to matter “flying through space” of
its own accord. If that were true, then, of
course, the Doppler effect would explain
what is happening. But there is somewhat
more to it than this. Cosmologists, astron-
omers, and astrophysicists suggest that the
matter in the Universe is actually “at rest”
with respect to the space around it. In oth-
er words, it is not the matter that is neces-
sarilymoving; rather, it is space itself that
is doing the expanding. This means that,
as spaceexpands,whatevermatter ispresent

in that space simply gets “carried along for
the ride.” Thus, the particles of matter are
not reallymoving apart on their own; in-
stead,more space is appearingbetween the
particles as theUniverse expands,making
thematter appear tomove. Perhaps an il-
lustration is appropriate here. [Bear with
us; as you will see, the distinction that we
areabouttomakehasseriousimplications.]

Moreoften thannot, cosmologists use
theexampleofaballoonto illustratewhat
they are trying to distinguish as “the true
nature of the expanding Universe.” Imag-
ine, ifyouwill, thatsomeonehasgluedtiny
shirt buttons to the surface of the balloon,
and then commences to inflate it. As the
balloon increases in size, thebuttonswill
appear to move as they are carried along
by the expansion of the balloon. But the
buttons themselves are not actually mov-
ing. They are “at rest” on the balloon, yet

arebeing“pushedoutward”by the ex-
pansion of the medium around them
(the latex of the balloon). Now, cos-
mologists suggest, compare this exam-
ple to galaxies in space. The galaxies
themselves canbe“at rest”withrespect
to space, yet appear to be flying apart
due to the expansionof themedium
aroundthem—space.

Almost all popular (and even most
technical) publications advocate the
view that the redshifts viewed in the ex-
pansion of the Universe are, in fact, at-
tributable solely to the Doppler effect.
But if it is true that thegalaxies are ac-
tually at rest (although, admittedly, be-
ing “carried along” in an outward di-
rection by the expansion of space it-
self,withits“embedded”galaxies), then
theredshiftswitnessedasaresultof the
expansion arenot trueDoppler shifts.
To be technically correct, perhaps the
galactic redshift should be called the
“cosmological redshift.” On occasion,
when the “perceived motion” of the

galaxies (as opposed to “real motion”) is ac-
knowledged at all, it sometimes is referred
to as “Hubble flow.” One of the few tech-
nicalworkswithwhichweare familiar that
acknowledges this fact (and even provides
different formulae for the Doppler expan-
sion versus the Hubble flow expansion) is
Gravitation, byMisner,Thorne, andWheel-
er(1973; see chapter29).

Interestingly, as we were in the process
of researching andwriting thismaterial,
physicist Andrew Repp of Hawaii authored
a fascinating, up-to-date article on the na-
tureofredshifts. Inhisdiscussion,Dr.Repp
correctlynoted that there are several known
causes of redshifts (seeRepp, 2003).One

Figure 1 — Blueshift/Redshift Depiction
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of the causes that he listed was the concept
of “Hubble flow” expansion that we intro-
duced above—which (again, interestingly)
he labeled as “cosmological redshift” (39:
271). As Repp remarked, this “expansion
redshift” (a synonym for Hubble flow or
cosmological redshift) “is caused by the
expansionof space throughwhich thewave
is traveling, resulting inan ‘expansion’ (red-
shifting) of the wave itself…. [T]he expan-
sionredshiftwouldbe the resultof themo-
tion of space itself.” Yes, it would—which
is exactly thepointweweremaking in the
above paragraphs. And, as Repp went on
toacknowledgeconcerningexpansionred-
shift: “It is the commonly accepted expla-
nation for the redshifts of thedistant gal-
axies” (39:271).Yes, it is.

But that isnotquite theendof thestory.
There is evidence to support the idea that
the galaxies themselvesmay, in fact,actu-
ally be moving, rather than simply being
“at rest”while being carried alongby the
expansion of space. The Andromeda Gal-
axy (known as M31), which is among our
nearest neighboring galaxies, presents a
light spectrum that is blueshifted. If the
Universe is expanding, how could that be?
Apparently, the Doppler motion is large
enough blueward to negate the cosmolog-
ical redshift expansion, thereby allowing
us toviewagalaxy thathas ablueshift. The
implication of this is that the galaxy itself
mustbemoving.

Whatcouldberesponsibleforthat?Some
astronomers have suggested that such move-
mentmay be attributable to the localized
forces of gravity. Galaxies are known to
clumptogether into clusters that cancon-
tain anywhere from a few dozen to a few
thousand galaxies. [Clusters of clusters are
knownas “superclusters.”]Whatholds these
structures together? Presumably, it is grav-
ity.Thatwould imply that theobjects com-
posing the structures have orbits—which
producemotion that are indeedDoppler
innature.

AndrewReppexpoundeduponthecon-
ceptwe are discussing here under the title
of “gravitational redshift” inhis article re-
viewing the various causes of redshifts, and
specifically mentioned that “the expansion
redshiftdiffers fromthegravitational red-
shift” (39:272).Yes, it does.AsDr.Reppcom-
mented,whereas the expansionredshift is
theresultofthemotionofspaceitself,“gravi-
tational redshift is the result of…the effects
ofgravityonspacetime” (39:271).

That being true, the light spectrum of
any given galaxy will exhibit shifts that are
the result ofboth theDoppler effect (due
to actual motion) and the “cosmological
redshift” (expansion redshift/Hubble flow—

due toperceivedmotion).Andhowwould
astronomers differentiate between the two?
Theywouldn’t; observationally, there isno
waytodoso—whichmeansthatnoonecan
saywithaccuracyhowmuchof eachexists.
In fact, asRepponce again correctlynoted,
theBigBangModeldoesnotallowfor“large-
scale pattern of gravitational attraction, the
massdistributionbeingassumedhomoge-
neous;hence itpredicts expansionredshifts
but not (large-scale) gravitational redshifts”
(39:272, parenthetical item in orig.). In point
of fact, however, the commingling of cos-
mological redshift and gravitational red-
shiftmaywellbeoneofthereasonsthat the
calculation of the Hubble constant (discus-
sedbelow)hasbeen soproblematic over the
years.Andthis iswhywestatedearlier that
the important distinction being discussed
in this sectionhas serious implications (dif-
ferent values for the Hubble constant re-
sult invaryingages for theUniverse).

According to the standard Doppler-ef-
fect interpretation then, a redshifted gal-
axy isone that is traveling fartherawayfrom
its neighbors. Hubble, and his colleague
Milton Humason (1891-1972), plotted the
distanceof agivengalaxyagainst theveloc-
itywithwhich it receded.By1935, theyhad
addedanother 150points to the expansion
data (seeGribbin, 1998,p. 81).Theybelieved
that the rate atwhichagalaxy isobserved to
recedeisdirectlyproportionaltoitsdistance
from us; that is, the farther away a galaxy
is from us, the faster it travels away from
us.Thisbecameknownas“Hubble’sLaw.”
Today, the idea that redshift is proportion-
al to distance is a crucial part of distance
measurement inmodernastronomy.But
that is not all. The concepts of (a) an ex-
pandingUniverse, and (b) theaccuracy
of redshift measurements , form a crit-
ically important part of the foundation of
modernBigBangcosmology.AsDavidBer-
linskiput it: “Hubble’s lawembodiesagen-
eral hypothesis of Big Bang cosmology—
namely, that the universe is expanding…”
(1998,p. 34).Onewithout theother isnot
possible. If one falls, bothdo.Wewillhave
more tosayonthis importantpoint later.

HubbleandHumason’sworkgavecos-
mologists clues to the size of the Universe
and themovementofobjectswithin it.But
while astronomers were peering through
their telescopes at the Universe, theoretical
physicistsweredescribing thatUniverse in
newways.The first twomodels came from
AlbertEinsteinandWillemdeSitter in1917.
Although they arrived at theirmodels in-
dependently, both ideaswere basedonEin-
stein’s General Theory of Relativity, and
bothscientistsmadeadjustmentstoprevent
expansion, even though expansion seemed

anatural outcomeofGeneralRelativity.
However, as knowledge about redshifts be-
came more widespread, expansion was in-
troduced as a matter of fact. [Redshift and
expansion inevitably became the “twin
pillars” upon which much of modern Big
Bang cosmology was built. Interestingly,
expansion itself alsowasbuiltupontwopil-
lars—homogeneity (matter is spread out
uniformly) and isotropy (matter is spread
out evenly in all directions). We will have
more to say about all of this later, aswell.]
This was the case in 1922 with a set of solu-
tionsproducedbyRussianmathematician
and physical scientist Aleksandr Friedman.
Five years later, in 1927, the Belgian scholar
GeorgesLemaîtreproducedamodel incor-
porating a redshift-distance relation very
close to that suggested by Hubble. If the
Universe is expandingnow,Lemaître cal-
culated, then theremusthavebeena time
in thepastwhen theUniversewas in a state
of contraction. Itwas in this state that the
“primeval atom,”ashecalled it, expanded
to formatoms, stars, andgalaxies.Lemaître
had described, in its essential form, what is
nowknownas theBigBang, andscientists
even today speak frequently of FL (Fried-
man-Lemaître) cosmology, which assumes
the expansion of the Universe and its ho-
mogeneity (see Illingworth and Clark, 2000,
p. 94).

THE STEADY STATE THEORY

But, we are getting ahead of ourselves.
Themost problematic liability of each

of theaforementionedhypotheseswas their
inability to ultimately explain the literal
origin of the Universe. Each sequence of
events startedout inmedias res (in themid-
dle of things). Admittedly, the most com-
fortableposition for the evolutionist is the
idea that the Universe is eternal, because it
avoids the problem of a beginning. In fact,
it was to avoid just such a problem that ev-
olutionists Sir Fred Hoyle, Thomas Gold,
andHermannBondideveloped theSteady
State Theory. In an attempt to avoid the co-
nundrum of beginning in medias res, these
three scientists decided to create their own
loophole by simply removing the need for
either abeginningor an end, and therefore
assumedan eternal Universe. (This still did
not change the fact that they were begin-
ning in the middle of the sequence.) This
also was a nice sidestepping tactic for phil-
osophical questions such as “What came
before thebeginning?”and“Whatwill come
after the ending?”TheSteadyStateTheory
picks up in mid-cycle with the eternal Uni-
verse’s expansion. In explaining the expan-
sion, Hoyle invented fictitious points of
spontaneous generation called “irtrons”—
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where hydrogen was manufactured out of
nothing and spewed out into the Universe.
Since two objects cannot occupy the same
space at the same time, and since thenewly
created matter had to “go” somewhere, it
simply pushed the already-existing matter
farther into distant space. This replenish-
ing “virgin” matter, which allegedly main-
tained thedensity at a steady state (thus the
name of the model), had the amazing abil-
ity to condense into galaxies and every-
thing contained within them—stars, plan-
ets, comets, and, ultimately, organic life.

When asked the question as to the ori-
ginof thismatter,Hoyle replied that itwas
a “meaningless and unprofitable” pursuit
(1955, p. 342). Astronomer Robert Jastrow,
in his book, Until the Sun Dies, noted: “The
proposal for the creation of matter out of
nothing possesses a strong appeal to the
scientist, since it permits him to contem-
plateaUniversewithoutbeginningandwith-
out end” (1977, p. 32). Yet, Dr. Jastrow had
concluded just two pages earlier that “mod-
ernsciencedeniesaneternalexistencetothe
Universe, either in thepast or in the future”
(p. 30). So, despite the “strong appeal”of
theSteadyState concept set forthbyHoyle,
Gold, andBondi, scientists nevertheless
have acknowledged that “the specific the-
ory theyproposed fell into conflictwith
observationlongago”(Barrow,1991,p.46).
First, empirical observationsno longer fit
themodel—that is,wenowknowtheUni-
verse had a beginning (see Gribbin, 1986).
Second,new theoretical concepts (tobedis-
cussed later) were at odds with the model.
Third, it violated the first law of thermo-
dynamics,which states thatneithermatter
nor energy canbe createdordestroyed, but
onlyconserved. Jastrowcommentedonthis
lastpointwhenhewrote:

Butthecreationofmatteroutofnoth-
ing would violate a cherished concept
in science—the principle of the con-
servation of matter and energy—which
states that matter and energy can be
neither created nor destroyed. Matter
can be converted into energy, and vice
versa, but the total amountof allmat-
ter and energy in the Universe must
remain unchanged forever. It is dif-
ficult to accept a theory that violates
suchafirmlyestablishedscientific fact
(1977,p. 32).
Unable to overcome these flaws, scien-

tists “steadily” abandoned the Steady State
Theory, andsoughtanother theory to fill
the void. They ended up turning back to
the theory that had been proposed earlier
byGeorgesLemaîtreandtheRussian-Amer-
ican physicist George Gamow—a theory
that hadbeen shoved asidehastily by the
SteadyStatemodelonlya fewyearsprior.

THE BIG BANG THEORY

Now, re-enter theBigBanghypothesis.
While itwas credited toLemaître in

his obituary, the eventual widespread ac-
ceptance of this hypothesis was due mainly
to its leading constituent, Gamow. Even
though it probably is not knownwidely to-
day, theBigBang—in itsoriginal “standard”
form—actually came before the advent of
the Steady State Theory and, ironically, was
given its name (intended to be derogatory)
by Hoyle as a result of a snide comment he
madeona radio show forwhichhe served
ashost (Fox, 2002, p. 65). In this section,we
will discuss only the “standard” form of
the Big Bang, leaving the discussion of the
BigBang’smost recentvariations for later.

In the beginning was the ylem…or so
the theorists say. The “ylem”—an entirely
hypothetical construct—was a primordial
substance 1014 times the density of water,
yet smaller in volume than a single proton.
Asonewriter expressed it:

Astonishingly, scientists now calcu-
late that everything in this vast uni-
verse grew out of a region many bil-
lionsof times smaller thana singlepro-
ton, one of the atom’s basic particles
(Gore, 1983, 163:705).

The ylem (a.k.a. the “cosmic egg”) was a
“mind-bogglinglydense atomcontaining
the entire Universe” (Fox, p. 69). [Where,
exactly, thecosmicegg is supposed tohave
come from,noonequite knows; so far, no
cosmic chicken has yet been sighted.] At
some point in time, according to Big Bang
theorists, the ylem reached its minimum
contraction (at a temperatureof1032 Celsius
—a 1 followed by 32 zeros!), and suddenly
and violently expanded. Within an hour
of this event, nucleosynthesis began tooc-
cur.That is to say, the lightatomsweknow
today (e.g., hydrogen, helium, and lithium)
had been manufactured in the intense heat.
As theUniverse expanded and cooled, the

atoms started “clumping” together, and
withina fewhundredmillionyears, theco-
alescing “clumps” began to form stars and
galaxies (see Figure 2, p. 39). The heavier el-
ements are assumed to have formed later
vianuclearfusionwithinthecoresofstars.

While theSteadyStateTheoryhadbeen
widely accepted formore thanadecadeaf-
ter its introduction, 1948 also was a good
year for the competing Big Bang Theory.
The first boost came from George Gamow
and Ralph Alpher (currently, distinguished
professor of physics, Union College, Sche-
nectady,NewYork). They appliedquantum
physics to seehow theBigBangcouldmake
hydrogenandhelium(plusminuteamounts
of lithium)—the elements thought to form
99%of the visibleUniverse—in aprocess
called nucleosynthesis (see Gribbin, 1998,
pp.129-134).However, their theorywasun-
able to account for elementsheavier than
helium; thesewouldhave tobemade else-
where. Geoffrey and Margaret Burbidge,
Willy Fowler, and Fred Hoyle obliged—by
suggesting that theseother elementswere
manufacturedinstars.Tocapitalloff,Fowl-
er,Hoyle, andRobertWagoner showed that
theproportionsof certain lighter-weight
elements produced during the Big Bang
matched almost exactly the proportions
thought to exist in the solar system.This
result, published in 1967, convinced many
astronomers that theBigBangwas the cor-
rectdescriptionof theUniverse’sorigin.

Adecade later, theBigBangwas in full
bloom. Robert Jastrow of NASA parroted
thestandardBigBangrefrainwhenhecom-
mented that, in thebeginning, “allmatter
in theUniversewas compressed into an in-
finitelydenseandhotmass” thatexploded.
Then, over the many eons that followed,
“the primordial cloud of the Universe ex-
pands and cools, stars are born and die,
the sunandearth are formed, and life arises
on the earth” (1977, pp. 2-3). With these
statements, he was describing, of course,
the essenceof theBigBangTheory, a con-
cept that reigns supreme—in one form or
another—as the current evolutionary expla-
nation of the origin of the Universe. Ber-
linski assessed the theory’s popularity as
follows:

As farasmostphysicists are concerned,
theBigBang isnowapart of the struc-
ture of serene indubitability created
bymodernphysics, an eventundeni-
able as thevolcanic explosionatKrak-
atoa. Fromtime to time, it is true, the
astrophysical journals report the fail-
ureofobservationtoconfirmthegrand
design. It hardly matters. The physi-
cists have not only persuaded them-
selvesof themeritsofBigBangcosmol-
ogy, theyhavepersuadedeveryoneelse
aswell (1998,p. 29).

Hubble Space Telescope image of spiral
galaxy NGC 4414. Photograph courtesy
of NASA.
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Well, not quite everybody. It is true, of
course, that cosmologists cling tightly to
what they view as such a seemingly cohe-
sivetheoryastheBigBang.Princetonphysi-
cistPaulSteinhardt admitted:

Anexpandinguniverse, themicrowave
background radiation [discussed la-
ter—BT/BH/BM] and nucleosynthe-
sis—these are the three key elements
of theBigBangmodel that seemtobe
verywell verifiedobservationally.They
setastandardforanycompetingmod-
el (asquotedinPeterson,1991,139:232).

Truthbe told, however, noneof these con-
cepts iswithout itsownsetofproblems,and
as a result, many scientists have acknowl-
edged anumberof critical flaws in the sce-
nario you have just read. Hoyle stated the
matterquite succinctlywhenhewrote:

As a result of all this, themain efforts
of investigators have been in paper-
ingoverholes in thebigbang theory,
to build up an idea that has become
ever more complex and cumbersome.
...Ihavelittlehesitationinsayingthat
a sicklypallnowhangsover thebig
bang theory. When a pattern of facts
becomes set against a theory, experi-
ence shows that the theory rarely re-
covers (1984, 92:[5]:84, emp. added).
It is the view of many that the standard

BigBangnotonlyhasnot yet recovered,
but, in fact,neverwill recover.While that
form of the Big Bang Theory has been in
vogue throughoutalmost thewholeof the
scientific community, it nevertheless has
fallen on hard times of late. [Revisions and
variations of the Big Bang that still remain
popular today will be discussed later.] As
longagoas1981,prominentastrophysicist
JayantNarlikar remarked:

These arguments should indicate to
the uncommitted that the big-bang
picture isnot as soundly established,
either theoreticallyorobservationally,
as it is usually claimed to be—astro-
physicists of todaywhohold the view
that “theultimate cosmological prob-
lem”hasbeenmoreor less solvedmay
well be in for a few surprises before this
century runsout (91:21).
Only two years later, evolutionist Don

Pagewrote: “There isnomechanismknown
as yet that would allow the Universe to be-
gin inanarbitrary state and thenevolve to
itspresenthighlyordered state” (1983, 304:
40). Three years after that, renowned cos-
mologist JohnGribbinreiteratedthepoint
whenhewroteof theBigBangTheory that
“many cosmologists now feel that the short-
comingsof the standard theory outweigh
itsusefulness...” (1986, 110[1511]:30).Adec-
ade-and-a-half later, one scientist, writing
under the title of “The Bursting of the Big
Bang,” admitted that “while fewpeoplehave
seen the obituary…the reality is that the
immensely popular Big Bang Theory is

dead…. The Big Bang cannot explain the
natureof theuniverseasweknowit” (Lind-
say, 2001, emp. inorig.). Berlinski, in “Was
ThereaBigBang?,”wrote: “If theevidence
in favorofBigBangcosmology ismore sus-
pect thangenerally imagined, itsdefectsare
far stronger than generally credited” (1998,
p. 37).Oh,how true.As it turnsout,Narli-
kar, Page, Gribbin, and Lindsay were all
correct. Scientists who advocated the Big
Bang were in for “a few surprises.” The
standardBigBangTheoryhas“outweighed
its usefulness.”And, yes, “the immensely
popularBigBangTheory isdead.”Keep
reading to findoutwhy.

SCIENTIFIC REASONS WHY THE BIG
BANG THEORY CANNOT BE CORRECT

When one steps away from all the
Big Bang propaganda, and care-

fully examines the foundation on which
the concept itself rests, there is legitimate
reason for concern. The theory, it appears,
is haphazardly nestled on, and teeters on
the brink of, some incredible assumptions
—“incredible” in that each unstable assump-
tion is built on topof another equally vol-
atile supposition. It seems that, as this stack
mounts, each subsequent assumption casts

Figure 2 — Graphic representation of the alleged evolutionary origin of the Universe, from the
Big Bang to the present, including the initial expansion phase, the production of matter, and galaxy
formation. Courtesy of Center for European Nuclear Research (CERN), Geneva, Switzerland.
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a shadow that hides from public view the
visible uncertainties of the preceding one.
Likeanonion,as each layer is strippedback,
it leaves only another lachrymose layer to
be viewed.The timehas come topeel back
several of those layers, and expose what lies
beneath. The Big Bang, as it turns out, is
scientifically flawed.

An article (“The Self-Reproducing Infla-
tionaryUniverse”) by famedcosmologist
Andrei Linde in theNovember 1994 issue
of Scientific Americanrevealed that the stan-
dardBigBangTheoryhasbeen“scientifi-
callybraindead” forquite sometime.Linde
(who, by the way, is the developer of two
closely related variations of the Big Bang,
knownas thechaotic and theeternal infla-
tionary models) is a professor of physics at
Stanford University. He listed half a dozen
extremely serious problems with the theory
—problems that have been acknowledged
for years (yet sadly, not always in awidely
publicized fashion). Linde began his obit-
uary for theBigBangby asking the follow-
ingquestion:

What Was There Before the Bang?

Scientists have been extremely success-
ful, thus far, at diverting attention away
fromtheobviousquestion:Wheredid the
original material for the Big Bang come
from?That is to say,what camebefore the
BigBang? JohnGribbinvoiced theopinion
ofmanywhenhewrote: “Thebiggestprob-
lemwith theBigBang theoryof theorigin
of theUniverse isphilosophical—perhaps
even theological—what was there before
the bang?” (1976, 259:15-16, emp. added).
David Berlinski, writing in Commentary
magazine, concluded:

Such is the standard version of hot
Big Bang cosmology—“hot” in con-
trast to scenarios in which the uni-
verse is cold, and “Big Bang” in con-
trast to various steady-state cosmolog-
ies in which nothing ever begins and
nothing ever quite ends. It may seem
that thisarcheological scenario leaves
unansweredthequestionofhowthe
show started and merely describes
the consequences of some Great
Causethatitcannotspecifyanddoes
not comprehend (1998, p. 30, emp. ad-
ded).
It’s not just that “it may seem” that the

Big Bang Theory “leaves unanswered the
questionofhow the showstarted.” It’s that
it does leave such questions unanswered!
Linde admitted that there is a chicken-and-
eggproblem involvedhere. Inhis Scientific
American article,henoted:

The first, and main, problem is the
very existence of the big bang. One
may wonder, What came before? If
space-timedidnotexistthen,howcould
everythingappear fromnothing?What

arose first: theuniverseor the lawsgov-
erning it? Explaining this initial sin-
gularity—where and when it all began
—still remains the most intractable
problem of modern cosmology (1994,
271[5]:48, emp. added).
Yes, “onemaywonder.”But that isnot

all aboutwhichonemaywonder, as Linde
pointedout laterwhenhe asked, “If there
wasno law,howdid theUniverseappear?”
(as quoted inOverbye, 2001).Britishphys-
icistStephenHawkingasked:

What is it thatbreathes fire into the
equations and makes a universe for
themtodescribe?Theusual approach
of scienceof constructingamathemat-
ical model cannot answer the question
of why there should be a universe for
themodel todescribe….Even if there
isonlyonepossibleunified theory, it
is just a setof rules andequations (1988,
p. 174, emp. added).
Inachapter titled“ScienceandtheUn-

knowable” inoneofhis books, humanist
Martin Gardner followed Hawking’s and
Linde’s lead:

Imagine that physicists finally discov-
er all the basic waves and their parti-
cles, and all the basic laws, and unite
everything in one equation. We can
then ask, “Why that equation?” It is
fashionablenowtoconjecture that the
bigbangwascausedbyarandomquan-
tum fluctuation in a vacuum devoid
of spaceand time.Butof course such
a vacuum is a far cry from nothing.
Therehadtobequantumlawstofluc-
tuate. And why are there quantum
laws?… There is no escape from the
superultimate questions: Why is
there something rather than noth-
ing, andwhy is the something struc-
turedthewayit is?(2000,p.303, emp.
added).

British cosmologist John Barrow addressed
theissueinasimilarfashionwhenhewrote:

At first, the absence of a beginning ap-
pears to be an advantage to the scien-
tific approach. There are no awkward
starting conditions to deduce or ex-
plain. But this is an illusion. We still
have to explain why the Universe
took on particular properties—its
rate expansion, density, and so forth
—at an infinite time in the past (2000,
p. 296, emp. added).

Gardner and Barrow are correct. And sci-
ence, as impressive as it is, cannot provide
the solutions to suchproblems.

Entire Universes from Black Holes?
The eminent cosmologist Hannes Al-

fvenhas voicedhisopinion that the ylem
never could have attained the incredible
density postulatedby theBigBangTheory
(see Mulfinger, 1967, 4[2]:63). But what if
it had? Astronomer Paul Steidl offered yet
anotherpuzzle.

If the universe is such and such a size
now, theyargue, then itmusthavebeen
smaller in the past, since it is observed
to be expanding. If we follow this far
enoughbackward in time, theuniverse
musthavebeenvery small, as small as
we wish to make it by going back far
enough.This leads to all sorts of prob-
lems which would not even come up
if scientists were to realize that time
can be pushed back only so far; they
donothavean infinite amountof time
toplaywith….Tobringall thematter
in the universe back to the same point
requires10 to20billionyears.Astron-
omerspostulate thatat that timeall the
matter in the universe was at that one
spot, and some explosion of unimag-
inable forceblew it apart atnear light-
speeds.Whatwas thatmatter like, and
how did it get there in the first place?
Andhowdid it come tobedistributed
as it is now? These are the basic ques-
tions that cosmological models try to
answer, but the solutions continue to
beelusive.Withtheentireuniverse the
size of a pinpoint,* normal physical
laws asweknow themmusthavebeen
drastically different. There is no way
scientists can determine what condi-
tionswouldhavebeenlikeunder these
circumstances. One could not even
tell matter from energy. Yet astrono-
mers continue to make confident as-
sertions about just what went on dur-
ing the firstbillionthofa second! (1979,
p. 195).
Interestingly, at theplace inSteidl’s quote

where you see the asterisk (“…with theuni-
verse the sizeof apinpoint*…”), therewas
a corresponding asterisk at the bottom of
thepage, indicatinga footnote that includ-
edthis statement:“Question:Whydidthe
universenotbecomeablackhole?” (emp.
added).Whynot indeed?Or, asGerardus
Bouw wrote in an article titled “Cosmic
Space and Time”: “In order to save the Big
Bang cosmology, arewe tobelieve that the
…physics of black holes does not work for
theuniverse?” (1982,19[1]:31). Ifall themat-
ter and energy in the Universe were packed
intoapoint “manybillionsof times smal-
ler than a single proton,” why would that

Artist’s concept of theoretical massive
spinning black hole. Image courtesy of
NASA.
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not constitute a black hole? [NOTE: The
readerwho is interested in investigating fur-
ther the concept of black holes (including
whetherornot theyactuallyexist)maywish
to read: (a) Hazel Muir’s article, “Death
Star,” in the January 19, 2002 issueofNew
Scientist; and (b) “New Theories Dispute
theExistenceofBlackHoles,” (2002).]

Interestingly, some scientists actually
havenowbeguntosuggestthattheUniverse
did evolve fromablackhole. Lee Smolin,
aprofessorofphysics atPennsylvaniaState
University, suggested exactly that in his
book,TheLife of theCosmos:ANewViewof
Cosmology, Particle Physics, and the Meaning
of Quantum Physics (1995). In a chapter ti-
tled “The Theory of the Whole Universe”
thatheauthoredforJohnBrockman’sbook,
The Third Culture, Dr. Smolin discussed his
view of what he refers to as “cosmological
natural selection.”

It seemed to me that the only princi-
ple powerful enough to explain the
highdegreeoforganizationofouruni-
verse—compared to a universe with
the particles and forces chosen ran-
domly—was natural selection itself.
The question then became: Could
there be any mechanism by which
natural selection couldworkon the
scaleof thewholeuniverse?
Once I asked the question, the answer
appearedveryquickly: theproperties
of theparticles and the forces are se-
lected to maximize the number of
black holes the universe produces.
...[A] new region of the universe be-
gins toexpandas if fromabigbang,
there inside theblackhole…. Ihad
amechanismbywhichnatural selec-
tionwouldact toproduceuniverses
withwhatever choice of parameters
would lead to the most production
of black holes, since a black hole is
the means by which a universe repro-
duces—that is, spawnsanother (1995,
p. 293, emp. added).

Immediately followingSmolin’s chap-
ter inTheThirdCulture, cosmologist SirMar-
tin Rees (Britain’s Astronomer Royal) of-
fered the following invited response:

Smolin speculates—as others, like Alan
Guth, have also done—that inside a
black hole it’s possible for a small re-
gion to, as it were, sprout into a new
universe. We don’t see it, but it inflates
intosomenewdimension….Whatthat
would mean is that universes which
can therefore produce lots of black
holes, would have more progeny, be-
cause each black hole can then lead a
new universe; whereas a universe that
didn’t allow stars and black holes to
form would have no progeny. There-
fore Smolin claims that the ensemble
ofuniversesmayevolvenot random-
ly but by someDarwinian selection,
infavorofthepotentiallycomplexuni-
verses.

My first response is that we have no
ideaabout thephysicsat these extreme
densities, sowehaveno ideawhether
the physics of the daughter universe
would resemble thatof theparentuni-
verse. But one nice thing about Smo-
lin’s idea, which I don’t think he re-
alizedhimself inhis first paper, is that
it’s inprinciple testable….
The bad news is that I don’t see any
reason tobelieve thatouruniversehas
theproperty that it formsmoreblack
holes than any other slightly different
universe. There are ways of changing
the lawsofphysics to getmoreblack
holes, so in my view there are argu-
ments against Smolin’s hypothesis.
It’s just everyday physics, or fairlyev-
eryday physics, that determines how
stars evolve and whether black holes
form and I can tell Smolin that our
universe doesn’t have the properties

that maximize the chance of black
holes. I could imagine a slightly dif-
ferentuniverse thatwouldbeevenbet-
ter at forming black holes. If Smolin
is right, then why shouldn’t our uni-
verse be like that? (as quoted in Smo-
lin, 1995,pp. 298,299, emp. inorig.).

The essence of SirMartin’s question—
“If Smolin is right, why shouldn’t our uni-
verse be like that?”—applies to more than
just Dr. Smolin’s particular theory. It ap-
plies across the board to any number of
theories: “If ____ is right, why shouldn’t
our universe be like ____?” Which is ex-
actlyoneof thepointsweare trying toget
across. The simple fact is, in many of these
“off thewall” theories, theUniverse isnot
“like that.” In commenting on Smolin’s
ideas,Berlinskiwrote:

There is, needless to say, no evidence
whatsoever in favor of this prepos-
terous theory. The universes that are
bubblingupareunobservable. So, too,
are the universes that have been bub-
bled up and those that will bubble up
in the future. Smolin’s theories can-
notbeconfirmedbyexperience.Orby
anythingelse.What lawofnature could
reveal that the laws of nature are con-
tingent?
Contemporary cosmologists feel
free to say anything that pops into
theirheads.Unhappyexamplesareev-
erywhere: absurd schemes to model
timeonthebasisof thecomplexnum-
bers, as in StephenHawking’s ABrief
History of Time; bizarre and ugly con-
traptions for cosmic inflation; uni-
verses multiplying beyond the reach
ofobservation;whiteholes,blackholes,
worm holes, and naked singularities;
theories of every stripe and variety,
all of themuncorrectedbyanycriti-
cism beyond the trivial. The physi-
cists carry on endlessly because they
can (1998,p. 38, emp. added).

“Carrying on endlessly,” unfortunately,
has not helped matters. Once again,
keep reading.

Redshift and Expansion Problems

As we mentioned earlier, the twin
ideas of the (a) accuracy of redshift
measurements and (b)anexpanding
Universe form a critically important
part of the foundationofmodernBig
Bang cosmology. As late as 1979, sci-
entistswere shocked to learn that two
of the methods that had been used to
derive many of their measurements
regarding ages and distances within the
Universe—theHubbleconstant(seenext
paragraph) and redshift measurements
(to be discussed shortly)—were in er-
ror.

The value of the Hubble constant (H0
—the constantofproportionbetween rel-
ative velocity and distance that is used to
calculate the expansion rate of the Uni-
verse) is expressed inkilometersper second
per megaparsec [one parsec equals just a
little over 3 light-years (3.2616 to be exact);
amegaparsec (Mpc) is onemillionparsecs].
Initially, the Hubble constant was set by
Hubble himself at around 500 km/sec/Mpc
(Hubble, 1929). Since then, it has been re-
vised repeatedly. In fact, of late, astronom-
ical theory has run headlong into a series
of nasty problems regarding the contin-
ued recalibrationof the so-calledHubble
constant. Observe the following in table
form(adapted fromDeYoung,1995).

Hubble Space Telescope photograph of the Cone Nebula
(NGC 2264) in the constellation Monoceros. Photograph cour-
tesy of NASA.
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In an article he wrote on “The Hubble
Law,”physicistDonDeYoungnoted:

TheHubbleconstantcannotbemea-
suredexactly, like the speedof light
orthemassofanelectron.Asidefrom
questionsaboutitspossiblevariation
in the past, there is simply no con-
sensusonitsvalue today….

Today there are twopopular compet-
ing values for the Hubble constant.
Asmaller valueofaboutH=50 ispro-
motedbyAllanSandage,GustavTam-
mann and colleagues. This constant
results in a universe age of about 19.3
billion years. A larger value, H = 100,
ispreferredbymanyotherastronomers:
GerarddeVaucouleurs,RichardFish-
er, RobertaHumphreys,WendyFreed-
man, Barry Madore, Brent Tully and
others. The H = 100 value gives a uni-
verse age half that of Sandage, “just”
9 billion years or less, depending on
thegravity factorused (1995,9[1]:9, emp.
added).

DeYoung was correct when he suggested in
regard to the Hubble constant that “there
is simply no consensus on its value today.”
Gribbin, in his book, In Search of the Big
Bang, remarked concerning the disagree-
ment between the two camps specifically
mentioned by DeYoung (Sandage, et al.,
and Vaucouleurs, et al.): “Neither seems
willing tobudge” (1998,p.188).Littlewon-
der. As Gribbin also observed: “Hubble’s
constant is the key number in all of cos-
mology. Armedwith an accurate valueof
Handredshiftmeasurements, itwouldbe
possible to calculate the distance to any
galaxy” (pp.187-188, emp. added).

But “an accurate
valueofH”has thus
far eluded astrono-
mers, cosmologists,
and physicists. Based
onmeasurementsof
20 Cepheid variable
stars fromtheVirgo
Cluster of galaxies,
the Hubble constant
has beenmeasured at
80 km/sec/Mpc (see
Freedman, et al., 1994;
Jacoby,1994). [Assum-
ingthat theBigBang
theory for the origin
oftheUniverseiscor-
rect, that would cor-
respond to anageof
theUniverseof about
8 billion years.] Yet,
as DeYoung pointed
out, another groupof
astronomers, led by
Allan Sandage, has

claimed that the Hubble constant should
besetatabout50km/sec/Mpc(seeCowen,
1994), which (depending on the applica-
tion of various correction factors) would
make theUniverse somewhere in the range
of13-20billionyearsold (Travis, 1994).

Still another groupofastronomershas
argued that astronomical theorieswould
require a Hubble constant of 30km/sec/
Mpc (Bartlett, et al., 1995). As of this writ-
ing, according todata fromNASA’sWilkin-
son Microwave Anisotropy Probe [WMAP]
(asreportedinanarticle,“TurningaCorner
on the New Cosmology,” in the May 2003
issue of Sky and Telescope), the latest value
for theHubble constanthasbeen set at 71
+/- 4 km/sec/Mpc, yielding an age for the
Universeof 13.7billionyears (seeMacRob-
ert, 105[5]:16-17). Well-known astronomer
HaltonArp(discussedbelow)has referred
towhathe calls the continuing “soapopera
of conflictingclaimsabout thevalueof the
Hubble constant” (1999, p. 234), and com-
mented thatnumerous“corrections” fre-
quently are required to make the available
data“fit” (p. 153).

Christopher DePree and Alan Axelrod
admitted: “Actually the precise value of H0
is the subject of dispute” (2001, p. 328). That
is amildunderstatement, since the current
valueoftheHubbleconstantvariesbetween
50 and 75 km/sec/Mpc (see Cowen, 1994;
Illingworth and Clark, 2000, p. 198). [It is
important to understand that the value
of the Hubble “constant” is not a trivial
matter.AsDePree andAxelrodwenton to
note: “A different Hubble constant gives
theuniverse adifferent age” (p. 328).This,
of course, is clearly evident from the data
inTable1.]

In the minds of some, one of the most
significant problems facing Big Bang cos-
mology today has to do with the concept
of redshift. Perhaps the easiest way to un-
derstand redshift is to imagine the sound
coming froma sirenona fire engine.Once
that fire enginepasses, thepitchdrops.The
siren does not actually change pitch; rath-
er, the sound waves of an approaching fire
engine aremade shorter by the approach
of the sound source, where the waves of
thedeparting fire enginearemade longer
by the receding of the sound source (see
Figure 1, p. 36). Light (or electromagnetic
radiation) from stars or galaxies behaves
in exactly the same manner. As we men-
tioned earlier, an approaching source of
light or radiation emits shorter waves (rel-
ative to an observer). A receding source
emits longer waves (again, relative to the
observer). Thus, the radiation or light of
a source moving towardan observer will
be “shifted” toward the blue end of the
wavelength scale. The radiationor lightof
a source moving away from the observer
“shifts” toward the red end of the light
spectrum.Theamountofshift isa function
of the relative speed. A body approaching
or recedingatahighspeedwill showagreat-
er shift than one approaching or receding
at a lowspeed.

Illingworth and Clark observed in re-
gard to theHubble constant: “Thevelocity
can be measured accurately from the red-
shift in the galaxy’s spectrum” (2000, p.
198). But what if the redshift measurements
themselves are incorrect? That, by defini-
tion, would affect the Hubble constant,
which in turnwouldalter the size andage
estimates of the Universe, which in turn
would impact cosmic evolution, etc.

The redshift controversyhas been elu-
cidated most effectively by American astro-
physicistHaltonArp, currently at theMax
Planck Institute forAstrophysics inMu-
nich, Germany. Arp—who has been called
“the world’s most controversial astrono-
mer” (Kaufmann, 1982)—has suggested that

AUTHOR YEAR OF
PUBLICATION

HUBBLE
CONSTANT

UNIVERSE AGE
(BILLIONS OF YEARS)

Hubble 1929 500* 2

Harwit 1973 (p. 61) 75 9

Pasachoff 1992 (p. 366) 36 18

Gribbin 1993 26 25

Freedman 1994 65-99 8-12

Hawking 1994 (p. 46) 43 15

Kuhn 1994 (p. 556) 54 12

Matthews 1994 80 8

Ross 1994 (p. 95) 38 17

Schmidt 1994 64-82 10-12

Wolff 1994 (p. 164) 50 13

MacRobert 2003 (pp. 16-17) 71 13.7

Table 1—Hubble constant values, 1929-2003. *The original value of the Hubble
constant was not well defined because of scatter in the data (see Gribbin, 1998,
p. 79, figure 4.1A). Estimates range from 320 to 600 km/sec/Mpc, but perhaps
the most popular view sets Hubble’s initial estimate at around 500 km/sec/Mpc.

Edwin Powell Hubble (image courtesy
of California Institute of Technology)
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redshifts are not necessarily attributable to
the Doppler effect (see Amato, 1986; Bird,
1987,pp.5,8).Dr.Arpisdifficult todismiss;
heworkedwithEdwinHubblehimself, and
formerly was at the Mt. Palomar Observa-
tory. He has studied the relationship be-
tweenquasars (seedefinitionbelow) and
whathereferstoas“irregular”galaxies,and,
on the basis of his observations, has op-
posed the standardbelief in thecorrelating
relationship between an object’s redshift
anditsvelocity. Infact,Arphas foundwhat
he calls “enigmatic anddisturbing cases,”
where two apparently connected objects
that seem to be the same distance away, ac-
tuallyhave significantlydifferent redshift
values (see Sagan, 1980, p. 255; Arp, 1987;
Cowen,1990;Arp,1999).

For example, by taking photographs
through the big telescopes, Arp discovered
that many pairs of quasars that have ex-
tremelyhigh redshift values (and therefore
are thought to be receding from us very
rapidly—which means that they must be
located at a great distance from us) are as-
sociatedphysicallywith galaxies thathave
low redshifts, and thus are thought tobe
relatively close. Dr. Arp has produced ex-
tremely impressive photographs of many
pairs of high-redshift quasars that are lo-
catedsymmetricallyoneither sideofwhat
heproposes are their parent, low-redshift
galaxies (seeboxat right).Thesepairings,
he suggests, occurmuchmore frequently
than the probabilities of random place-
mentshouldallow.Mainstreamastrophys-
icists have tried to explain away Arp’s ob-
servations of connected galaxies and qua-
sars as being “illusions”or “coincidences
of apparent location.”But, the largenum-
ber of physically associated quasars and
low-redshift galaxies that he has photo-
graphedandcatalogeddefies suchanexpla-
nation. It simply happens too often. As
Dr. Arp himself lamented: “One point at
which our magicians attempt their sleight-
of-hand is when they slide quickly from the
Hubble, redshift-distance relation to red-
shift velocityof expansion” (asquoted in
Martin, 1999,p. 217, emp. added). Inhis vol-
ume, Seeing Red: Redshifts, Cosmology and
Academic Science,Arpwrote:

But if the cause of these redshifts is
misunderstood, then distances can be
wrong by factors of 10 to 100, and lu-
minosities andmasseswill bewrongby
factors up to 10,000. We would have
a totally erroneous picture of extra-
galactic space, andbe facedwithone
of the most embarrassing boondog-
gles in our intellectual history (1999,
p. 1, emp. added).

ARP’S
ANOMALIES

Halton Arp is an astrophysicist at the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics in Munich,
Germany.Hehas been referred toby someofhis colleagues as “themost feared astronomer
on Earth” (see Kaufmann, 1981). Renowned physicist John Gribbin once wrote that “for 20
years or so”Arphas been “a thorn in the side of establishment astronomy” (1987, p. 65).De-
pictions such as these generally are not seen in scientific literature. What, pray tell, has Dr.
Arp done to deserve such designations?

Formore than three decades,Arphas compiled—through extensive observational astron-
omyusing some of the world’s finest telescopes—a sizable database of “peculiar” galaxies
and redshift “anomalies.” These peculiarities and anomalies hardly are insignificant or few
in number. Quite the opposite—Dr. Arp has produced an entire “Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies”
(currently administered by the California Institute of Technology—see Arp, 1966). The im-
ages that he has produced, and the implications stemming from them, have struck at the
very heart of current cosmological theory.

By way of summary, Arp has discovered entities (e.g., galaxies) that exhibit one redshift
value (designated as “z” in the scientific literature) that are physically associated with other
entities (e.g., quasars) with entirely different redshift values. As Gribbin wryly noted: “If
a galaxy and a quasar are physically connected, but have different redshifts, some-
thing definitely is wrong.... Arp has enough evidence that he ought to be worrying more
people than actually acknowledge the significance of his findings” (p. 65, emp. added).

In a personal e-mail to us on April 17, 2003, Dr. Arp referred us to what he called “the lat-
est, verypowerful evidence found in the active galaxy NGC 7603 (ArpAtlasNo. 92). Thehigh-
redshift companion is attached to the arm from the active galaxy which contains two very
high redshift, quasar-like objects” (see images below). It was this very enigma that two Span-
ish astronomers discussed in a 2002paper inAstronomy andAstrophysics, inwhich they stated:
“As far as we are aware, this is the most impressive case of a system of anomalous redshifts
discovered so far” (see López-Corredoira and Gutiérrez, 2002, p. L15). Let us explain.

In figure A below, there are fourobjects. NGC 7603 is a spiral galaxy with a redshift value
of 0.029.Object 1 is a quasar with z = 0.057.Objects 2 and 3 are quasar-like objects with z
values of 0.243and 0.391respectively. As López-Corredoira and Gutiérrez noted: “Ev-
erything points to the four objects being connected among themselves, but how to ex-
plain the different redshifts?” (p. L17). How to explain indeed? Gribbin lamented: “That
strikes at the foundation stone of received cosmological wisdom” (p. 65). It certainly does!
As Dr. Arp himself put it in an e-mail to us on March 27, 2003, this is a case where “we once
again are experiencing a situation where data get thrown out if they don’t fit the theory.”
Big Bang cosmology simply cannot explain “Arp’s anomalies.”

astrophysicist
Halton C. Arp

A B
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All of this means, of course, that the
redshift may be virtually useless for calcu-
lating the recession speedofdistant galax-
ies, and would completely destroy one of
the main pillars of the expanding-Universe
idea.MeteorologistMichaelOardnoted:

What if the redshift of starlight is un-
related to the Doppler effect, i.e., the
principle that relativemotionchanges
the observed frequency of the light
emitted from a light source? Many of
thedeductionsofmainstreamcosmol-
ogywouldfoldcatastrophically (2000,
14[3]:39).

Astronomer William Kaufmann concluded
inanarticlehewrote aboutArp titled “The
MostFearedAstronomeronEarth”:

If Arp is correct [about redshifts not
being distance indicators—BT/BH/
BM], ifhisobservationsareconfirmed,
hewillhave single-handedly shakenall
modern astronomy to its very foun-
dations. If he is right, one of the pil-
lars of modern astronomy and cos-
mologywill comecrashingdownin
a turmoil unparalleled since Coper-
nicusdared to suggest that the sun,
not the earth, was at the center of
the solar system (1981, 89[6]:78, emp.
added).

Or, asFox lamented:
Redshiftsarenot, inandofthemselves,
a sign of a star’s age or distance, and
yetredshiftshavebecomeintrinsically
entwined with how we determine not
just the speed of any given object,
but also how old and how far away it
is. If the interpretation of redshift
is wrong, then all the proof that the
universe is expanding will disap-
pear. It would undermine everything
that’s been mapped out about the
heavens.Notonlywould thebigbang
theory come crashing down, but sci-
entists wouldn’t be able to determine
howthenearestgalaxyismoving,much
less how the whole universe behaves
(2002,p. 129, emp. added).
What is going on here? The history of

this fascinating story actually harks back
to the1940s.ButArp’sworkhasupdated
it considerably.Berlinskihas told the tale
well.

At the end of World War II, astrono-
mersdiscoveredplaces intheskywhere
chargedparticlesmoving inamagnet-
ic field sent out strong signals in the
radio portion of the spectrum. Twenty
years later, Alan Sandage and Thomas
Mathews identified the source of such
signals with optically discernible points
in space. These are the quasars—quasi
stellar radio sources.
Quasarshaveplayeda singular role in
astrophysics. In the mid-1960’s, Maar-
tenSchmidtdiscovered that their spec-
tral lineswere shiftedmassively to the
red. If Hubble’s law were correct, qua-

sarsshouldbeimpossiblyfaraway,hur-
tling themselves into oblivion at the
far edgeof spaceand time.But formore
than a decade, the American astron-
omer Halton Arp has drawn the at-
tention of the astronomical commu-
nity to places in the sky where the ex-
pected relationship between redshift
and distance simply fails. Embarras-
singly enough, many quasars seem
bound to nearby galaxies. The results
are in plain sight: there on the photo-
graphic plate is the smudged record
ofagalaxy, andtherenext to it is aqua-
sar, the points of light lined up and
lookingforall theworldas if theywere
equally luminous.
These observations do not comport
with standardBigBangcosmology. If
quasarshavevery large redshifts, they
must (according to Hubble’s law) be
very far away; if they seemnearby, then
either they must be fantastically lumi-
nous or their redshift has not been de-
rivedfromtheir velocity….Butwhat-
ever the excuses, a greatmanycosmol-
ogists recognize that quasars mark a
point where the otherwise silky sur-
face of cosmological evidence encoun-
ters a snag (1998, pp. 32-33, emp. and
parenthetical iteminorig.).
That “snag” iswhatHaltonArp’swork

is all about. Compounding the problem
relatedtothequasars is theconceptofwhat
might be termed “premature aging.” Cos-
mologists nowplace theBigBang event at
13.7 billion years ago (see Brumfiel, 2003,
422:109; Lemonick, 2003, 161:45), and the
beginnings of galaxy formation some-
wherebetween800,000 to1,000,000years
after that (Cowen, 2003, 163:139). Hence,
radiationcomingfromanobject13billion
light-years away supposedlybegan its jour-
neyapproximatelyabillionyears after the
Big Bang, when the object was somewhat
less than a billion years old. Such distant
objects should showrelatively few signsof
development, but observations within the
last decade have threatened such concepts.
For example, the Röentgen Satellite found
giant clusters of quasars more than 12 bil-
lion light-years away (Cowen, 1991a), and
astronomers have detected individual qua-
sarsat12-13billionlight-yearsaway(Cowen,
1991b;2003).

Theproblem is that quasars—those very
bright, super-energetic star-like objects—
are thought to have formed after their hy-
pothetical energy sources and resident gal-
axieshademerged.Hence, verydistantqua-
sars andquasar clusters represent toomuch
organization tooearly in thehistoryof
theUniverse. This is indeedproblematic.
As one scientist put it, the Big Bang theo-
rist suddenly“findshimself in theposition
of a cement supplierwhoarrives after the
houseisalreadybuilt” (Major,1991,11:23).

In the January 31, 1997 issue of Science,
Hans-Dieter Radecke wrote that modern
cosmology’s dependence on “interpreta-
tions of interpretations of observations”
makes it essential that “we shouldnot fall
victim to cosmological hubris, but stay
openforanysurprise” (275:603).Goodad-
vice, tobe sure.And six years afterhemade
that comment, those “surprises” began.
The March 1, 2003 issue of Science News re-
portedseveral“surprises”that“donotcom-
portwith standard Big Bang cosmology”
(touseBerlinski’swords). First, astronomi-
calresearchindicatesthat

a surprising number of galaxies grew
up inahurry, appearingoldandmas-
sive even when the universe was still
very young. If this portrait of preco-
cious galaxies is confirmed by larger
studies, astronomers may have to re-
vise the accepted view of galaxy for-
mation…. In mid-December [2002],
scientists announced in a press release
that theyhad foundagroupofdistant
galaxies that were already senior cit-
izens , chockablock with elderly, red
stars amere2billionyears after theBig
Bang. The same team found another
surprise.Someofthosegalaxieswere
nearly as large as the largest galaxies
in theuniverse today (Cowen, 2003,
163:139, emp. added).

Talkabout“prematureaging”!
Second,onJanuary7,2003,anotherteam

ofscientists reportedthat ithadfound“the
oldest, and therefore most distant, galaxy
known. If confirmed, the study indicates
that somegalaxieswere inplace andform-
ing stars at aprolific ratewhen theuniverse,
now13.7billions years old,was just an800-
million-year-old whippersnapper” (Cow-
en,163:139).

Third,
at a galaxy-formationmeeting inmid-
January [2003] in Aspen, Colorado,
[Richard] Ellis [of the California In-
stitute of Technology in Pasadena] re-
ported other evidence that the 2-bil-
lion-year-old universe was populated
withasmanygalaxiesmarkedby red,
senior stars as by blue, more youthful
stars…. If accurate, this new view of
galacticdemographymightforceas-
tronomerstorethinkthefundamen-
talsofgalaxyformation (Cowen,163:
140, emp. added).
Talk about “cosmological evidence en-

countering a snag”!What anunderstate-
ment.Anumberofastronomers,of course,
have preferred to simply ignore work like
Arp’s,which“doesnotcomport”withstan-
dardBigBangcosmology. “Others,”wrote
Berlinski, “have scrupledatArp’s statistics.
Still others have claimed thathis samples
are too small, although they have claimed
this for every samplepresentedandwill no
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doubt continue toclaimthiswhen the sam-
plesnumber in thebillions” (p. 33). Sadly,
becauseArp’sviewsdonotcomeanywhere
close to supporting the status quo, he even
hasbeendenied telescope time forpursu-
ing this line of research (see Gribbin, 1987,
Marshall, 1990). [AsWilliamCorliss com-
mented (somewhat sarcastically) indiscus-
singthis issue:“Someastronomers,accord-
ing tonews items in scientific publications,
have heard enough about discordant red-
shifts andwouldrather see scarce telescope
timeused for other types ofwork” (1983).]
If Dr. Arp is correct, however (and there
is compelling evidence to indicate that he
is—see next paragraph), then the Universe
isnot acting inaway that is consistentwith
theBigBangTheory.

Support for Arp’s conclusions arrived
in the formof researchperformedbyan-
otherAmerican—I.E.Segal—adistinguished
mathematician who also happens to be
oneof the creators ofmodern function the-
ory, andwho is amemberof theNational
Academy of Sciences. He and his coworkers
studied the evidence for the recessional ve-
locitiesofgalaxiesover thecourseof a twen-
ty-year period. The experimental results of
their research,as it turnsout,werequitedis-
turbingtoBigBangtheorists,becausethose
results are sharply at odds with predictions
madebyBigBangcosmology.

Galaxies, as everyone involved in cos-
mology readily acknowledges, are critical
when it comes toverification (ornon-veri-
fication, as the case may be) of Hubble’s
law, because it is by observing galaxies that
the crucial observational evidence for the
Big Bang must be uncovered. When Segal
examined redshift valueswithinvarious
galaxiesduringhis two-decade-longstudy,

[t]he linear relationship that Hubble
saw, Segal and his collaborators can-
not see and have not found. Rather,
the relationship between redshift and
fluxorapparentbrightness that they
have studied ina largenumberof com-
plete samples satisfies aquadratic law,
the redshift varying as the square of
apparent brightness (Berlinski, 1998,
pp.33-34).

Segal concluded: “Bynormal standardsof
scientific due process, the results of [Big
Bang] cosmology are illusory.” He then
wentontoclaimthatBigBangcosmology

owes its acceptance as a physical prin-
ciple primarily to the uncritical and
premature representation [of the red-
shift-distance relationship—BT/BH/
BM]as anempirical fact....Observed
discrepancies…have been resolved by
apyramidofexculpatoryassumptions,
which are inherently incapable ofnon-
circular substantiation (as quoted in
Berlinski, p. 33).

More thanone cosmologist hasdismis-
sed Segal’s claims (which, remember, are
based on twenty-years’ worth of scientific
research) with what Berlinski called “a great
snort of indignation.” But, observed Ber-
linski, “the discrepancy from Big Bang cos-
mology that they reveal is hardly trivial” (p.
34).

Indeed, the discrepancy is “hardly triv-
ial.” As we noted earlier, the idea that the
Universe isexpandingis listedasoneof the
three main support pillars for Big Bang
cosmology (see Fox, pp. 56,120). Both the
factof expansion, and the rate of expan-
sion, have as part of their foundation the
redshift values of stellar objects (specifi-
cally, galaxies)—redshift values that now
arebeingcalled intoquestion inamost rig-
orous manner by distinguished astrono-
mers and mathematicians. Surely, it is ev-
ident that a serious re-evaluation of these
matters is inorder. Fox stated the relation-
shipwellwhenshewrote:

Many…people strike at the very heart
of the big bang theory: expansion.
While, asmentionedearlier, anexpand-
ing universe doesn’t require that the
universe began with a bang, the big
bang theory certainly requires an ex-
panding universe. If it turns out that
galaxies and stars aren’t receding
fromeachother, thentheentire the-
ory would fall apart (p. 126, emp. ad-
ded).

Our place in the Universe. This composite radio light image (as seen in visible light) illustrates the enigmatic “high-velocity clouds” of gas (depicted by
the various colors) above and below the plane of the Milky Way Galaxy (seen in white). Photo courtesy of NASA.
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Yes, it certainlywould.But it getsworse.
InhiscritiqueofthestandardBigBangThe-
oryinScientificAmerican,AndreiLinde list-
ed as number four in his list of six “highly
suspiciousunderlyingassumptions” (ashe
called them)—“theexpansionproblem.”

The fourthproblemdealswith the tim-
ingof the expansion. In its standard
form, thebigbangtheoryassumes that
allpartsof theuniversebeganexpand-
ing simultaneously. But how could
the different parts of the universe
synchronize the beginning of their
expansion?Whogave the command?
(1994, 271[5]:49, emp. added).
Who indeed?GeorgeLemaître,whoorig-

inallypostulated the ideaof theBigBang,
suggested that the Universe started out in
a highly contracted state and initially ex-
pandedatarapidrate.Theexpansionslowed
down and ultimately came to a halt, dur-
ingwhich time, galaxies formedandgave
rise toanewexpansionphase that thencon-
tinued indefinitely. One of the difficulties
here is that the Universe is supposed to be
all there is.That is tosay, it is self-contained.
[The lateastronomerofCornellUniversity,
Carl Sagan, opened his television extrava-
ganza Cosmos (and his book by the same
name) with these words: “The Cosmos is
all that is or ever was or ever will be” (1980,
p. 4).That is about as goodadefinitionof a
“self-contained” Universe as you will ever
beable to find.]

But, “somehow,” theexpansionconve-
niently started moving again, after the gal-
axies had time to form in a non-moving,
staticUniverse.According toNewton’s first
lawofmotion,however, anobjectwill con-
tinue inwhatever state ofmotion it is in,
unlessacteduponbyanunbalancedexter-
nal force. In other words, if it were sitting
still, itwouldhavetoremainlikethat(mean-
ing—no further expansion!). But in theBig
Bang, theUniverse just “picksup”andcon-
tinues to expandafter the galaxies finally
get formed. Sir Fred Hoyle, addressing this
verypoint, put it succinctlywhenhe refer-
red to theBigBangmodel as a

dull-as-ditchwater expansion which
degrades itself adiabatically [without
loss or gain of heat—BT/BH/BM] un-
til it is incapableofdoing anything at
all. Thenotion that galaxies form, to
be followed by an active astronomical
history, is an illusion.Nothing forms;
the thing is dead as a doornail (1981,
92:523).

Ouch!
The ideaof a “briefhiatus”of sorts for

galaxy formation is one of those ad hoc,
quickly improvisedhypotheses thathad to
be added tokeep theBigBangTheory alive.
There certainly is no physical basis for it—
whichwaswhatDr.Hoyle’s “dull as ditch-
water” comment was intended to reflect. A

“bang”doesnotallowfor starts andstops.
Once a bombgoes off, anobserver hardly
expects gravitation to cause the shrapnel
to come back together and form clumps,
nomatterhownear (orfar) thepieces travel
fromthe locationof the initial explosion.

[to be continued]
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“IS ANYONE OUT THERE?”
It’s no secret that governmental agencies in countries all

over the world spend billions of dollars annually searching
for answers to a variety of questions, many of which undoubt-
edly are profoundly significant. The search for knowledge is
anadmirablequest, and shouldbe important to everyperson.

In point of fact, however, it is not just governmental agen-
cies that are searching for answers to profoundly significant
questions. The truthfulness of that statement is reinforced
on a daily basis (literally!) for those associated with the work
of Apologetics Press. We receive hundreds of phone calls and
letters (bothbyregularmail and
via e-mail) during the course of
a month’s time, many of which
are from people who are search-
ing diligently for answers to a
varietyofquestions (either their
ownor someone else’s), orwho
are seeking assistancewith an is-
sue that is troubling them (or a
friend, relative, or loved one).

The request may be an ap-
peal for informationneeded to
assist someone in refuting one
or more segments of the theory
of evolution. A person might
havequestions about ethical is-
sues related to the modern medical technology involved in ge-
netic engineering (e.g., human cloning, artificial insemina-
tion, in vitro fertilization, surrogate motherhood, etc.). Stu-
dents may need help locating material for their school term
paper, debate topic, or science project. Parents and grandpar-
ents may need help finding answers to questions that are trou-
blesome to their children or grandchildren. Or, someone may
require additional information regarding something bother-
some from the Internet.

But one thing is for certain: the questions keep coming.
People are searching. Knowledge is important!

Because this special double issue of Reason & Revelationis
concerned specifically with the topic of cosmology (a subject
that, admittedly, has confused and confounded more than one
inquiring soul!), I thought it would be an appropriate time to
ask the question,“Is anyone out there?” That is to say, “Is there
anyone out there?”—who can provide answers to those “pro-
foundly significant” questions that “confuse and confound”
people from time to time.

The answer is, “Yes, there is someone ‘out there!’ ”Whenwe
began the work of Apologetics Press in 1979, one of our main

objectives was to “be here when
youneedus,” in regard tohelp-
ing people find the exact infor-
mation they require. In almost
twenty-five years, we never have
veered from that singular goal.
My staff and I are happy to try
to offer our assistance, and we
will work diligently to accom-
modate whatever legitimate re-
quests come our way.

To that end, we have estab-
lished an incredibly informa-
tion-rich and user-friendly Web
site that contains a vast amount
of free material that is current,
up to date, and relevant. I urge

you to visit it often for answers to yourquestions. [As Iwrite this,
the site (www.ApologeticsPress.org) is receiving approximately
150,000 page-hits per month, and that number is increasing
daily.] However, if you are unable to find what you need on our
Web site, feel free to e-mail us (Mail@ApologeticsPress.org) or
writeus. Inaddition,weproduceanannual catalogofourbooks,
audio tapes, video tapes, DVDs, CDs, article reprints, tracts,
correspondence courses, etc. Contact us for a complimentary
copy (800/234-8558). If we can be of assistance to you, call on
us. We are here to help. Someone is “out there.”
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